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When it comes to receiving your products, you have
the flexibility to send them from your production facility

or home, either pre-packed or for us to handle the
packing. Upon receiving your

items at our warehouse, we
meticulously sort and store

them, ensuring faster 
processing and greater 

control over inventory.

Inventory Management & 
Fulfillment Services

Seamless Integration With
Any Shopping Cart

Every order placed in your shop triggers a notification for
us to prepare and ship the goods promptly. Our integration
with your shopping cart ensures a smooth flow of order
details into our fulfillment portal, simplifying the process
for you. Additionally, your customers receive shipment
details automatically, allowing them to track their orders
with ease.

Order Processing

You'll have access to real-time online inventory reports,
providing you with up-to-date insight into your stock
levels and inventory movements. Our system generates 
reorder notifications based on your predefined threshold
alerting you when it's time to
replenish your stock. You’ll
receive receipt notifications
when your products arrive
at our warehouse.

Real-Time Inventory Management Reports

Receiving Your Products

Every piece of your inventory is managed with care, catering to
all types of inventory sizes, types, and customer requirements.

So whether you are a small start-up to large retailer with
multiple outlets, we’ve got it handled.

We have regular reviews of our warehouse and 
organization to ensure the following:

Effective Inventory Management

At Vervante, we offer streamlined order fulfillment services
to simplify your supply chain management. From the
moment a customer places an order to its delivery,

including managing returns, we ensure a seamless process.
We offer these services for products we produce and other

products such as apparel, supplements, branded marketing
materials, office and stationary supplies, etc.

With Vervante's seamless integration and comprehensive
features, we can effectively manage your inventory and 

streamline your order fulfillment process, all while 
providing exceptional service to your customers.

API

By linking your online e-commerce shopping 
cart with our fulfillment portal, you and your
customers have enhanced transparency and 
efficiency. We do this by:

“I saved hours of ad hoc 
fulfillment by using Vervante. 

Now I have more time to 
invest in other parts of my

business and life!”

• Seamlessly process orders
• Handle packaging and shipping
• Provide automatic shipping notifications

• Optimal Resource Utilization
• Efficient Distribution
• Excellent Fulfillment
• Tailored Solutions

“I had no idea there were services like 
this available. No more wasted time

doing my own fulfillment and inventory 
management. I thought only large

companies used fulfillment services but 
Vervante offers this service for small, 

medium and large companies.”


